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Abstract

Our paper offers the first justification for the U.S. bankruptcy code, in which firms
are not allowed to commit themselves ex-ante in their lending agreements either to
(Chapter 7) liquidation or to (Chapter 11) reorganization in case of distress. If fire-sale
liquidation imposes negative externalities on their peers, then firms are collectively
better off if they are all forced into a no-opt-out choice (a mandatory “menu”), although
they would individually want to commit themselves to liquidation. The ex-post menu
choice is important: prohibiting liquidation outright would be worse. Our paper’s
innovation is thus to show not when a later choice should be prohibited, but when a
later choice should be mandatory. Equivalent analyses could justify when other ex-post
choices should remain inalienable (not contractible).
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Commercial law usually sets out default procedures for structuring private arrangements
but does not require their use. For example, the Delaware Corporate Code suggests
that entrepreneurs choose among seven default business structures.1 Entrepreneurs can
contract for the form that best suits their enterprise and even choose alternatives completely
different from these defaults. Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code, America’s leading
commercial statute, permits parties to alter every term, except those regulating transactions
for procedural fairness. This seems broadly consistent with an economically-minded
approach to regulations. Contract theory suggests that when information is symmetric and
transactions do not create externalities, the state cannot improve welfare by substituting
the regulator’s view for the parties’ views. The commercial laws facilitate this, because
courts and legislatures believe that these two conditions—symmetric information and no
externalities—commonly obtain.

Bankruptcy law is different.

Although bankruptcy law provides bankrupt parties with a menu, in which they can
liquidate under Chapter 7 or reorganize under Chapter 11, this menu is mandatory. A
borrower cannot agree with its creditors in the lending agreement that it will use one or
the other of these two procedures if it becomes distressed. Instead, the law preserves any
insolvent borrower’s freedom to choose.2 In addition, the U.S. Bankruptcy Code contains a
large number of other mandatory rules. For example, a buyer cannot agree in a long-term
procurement contract to excuse a solvent seller from further performance if the buyer
becomes insolvent during the term. Instead, the distressed buyer can “assume” the contract,
and thereby require the seller to perform the rest of it (Che and Schwartz (1999)).

Why should professional borrowers and lenders not be able ex-ante to contract to any
insolvency procedure that is best for them? After all, could the parties not internalize
ex-ante the presumed ex-post externalities that attend their debt contracts? Bankruptcy law
therefore is an apparent anomaly. By the logic of common commercial law, the procedures
in the bankruptcy menu should only be defaults that firms could contract away, and the
Bankruptcy Code should contain fewer mandatory rules that would serve primarily to
enforce lending terms and contracts written earlier.

Our paper retains the assumptions that parties to lending agreements are sophisticated
and that information among contracting parties is symmetric. (Relaxing these assumptions
is unlikely to strengthen the case for free contracting.) Yet, we show that plausible
circumstances exist in which borrowers as a group are better off with an unrepudiable

1The structures are the general (i.e., public) corporation, the close corporation, a limited liability (LLC)
company that can be owner-managed or manager-managed, a general partnership, a limited liability
partnership (LLP), a limited liability limited partnership (LLLP), and a statutory business trust.

2This is generally descriptive, but not always perfectly correct. For example, leasing and other carve-out
securities may, at times, provide the opportunity for firms to opt out partially of Chapter 11.
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bankruptcy menu. Indeed, this follows immediately from the presence of a familiar
externality that theories of bankruptcy codes have neglected: firms that liquidate in
financial distress impose an externality on other liquidating firms (Shleifer and Vishny
(2011)). The more firms liquidate, the lower are the prices of liquidated assets for all
bankrupt firms. A mandatory no-opt-out menu reduces the externality.

Our model derives the aggregate debt level when atomistic optimizing debtors choose
their leverages in a competitive equilibrium. Their own debt levels determine their in-
dividual bankruptcy probabilities. We first show that if the state were to provide only
a Chapter-7-like liquidation insolvency procedure,3 fire sales would common. The state
can improve the welfare of all firms by requiring that all firms have a Chapter-11-like
reorganization alternative in distress. Although universal choice increases the debt that
firms take on ex-ante and thus increases the frequency of financial distress, it still reduces
the number of firms that will liquidate ex-post. A bankruptcy code with this unrepudiable
option to reorganize in Chapter 11 can therefore be better for firms than a bankruptcy
code without it.

If reorganization enhances value, why can firms not be left to choose this option
themselves? Borrowers that are free to contract ex-ante for a bankruptcy procedure may
make collectively inefficient choices in a “freedom-of-contract” world. Every firm may
become “trapped” in a liquidation-only procedure. To see why, assume that firm i knows
that every other firm is contracting to liquidate itself when in distress. Firm i would not
necessarily choose the reorganization procedure. Its motive to escape liquidation through
reorganization would be to avoid low liquidation values. Reorganization is costly, however.
First, the procedure itself is lengthy and litigation centered.4 Second, the firm receives
private benefits from continuance. Hence, if allowed, firms could choose reorganization
too often. Each firm takes its own costs into account ex-ante when choosing its ex-post
bankruptcy procedure. When the expected reorganization costs are high, firms may choose
a liquidation-only procedure despite its low fire-sale prices.

Interestingly, there need not be an equilibrium in which all firms have committed to
a menu. To see why, assume again that all firms except firm i have contracted ex-ante to
have such a choice ex-post. With fewer liquidators, firm i has an incentive to defect (to
commit to liquidation) in order to profit from the high expected liquidation asset prices. It
acts on its own incentive when its reorganization costs are high. Hence, the conditions that
induce firms to prefer liquidation when other firms liquidate also induce firms to prefer

3Some countries provide only a liquidation procedure. For example, in Sweden insolvent firms are
required to be sold promptly after bankruptcy. The average sale is conducted within two months.

4US bankruptcy procedures take between twelve and twenty months. Also, many required decisions are
made by the bankruptcy court after notice and a hearing. Thus, litigation costs are high in Chapter 11.
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liquidation when other firms reorganize.5 Firms free to choose thus liquidate too often
from a collective perspective. Over plausible parameter ranges, the state can thus improve
firms’ welfare by requiring that bankrupt firms have access to both procedures.

Section 1 sets out our model. Section 2 solves the case where firms live in a world
in which either only forced reorganization or only forced liquidation is the bankruptcy
code. Section 3 solves the case where firms live in a world in which they the menu
(Chapter 7 liquidation or Chapter 11 reorganization) is the bankruptcy code—as it is
in the United States. Section 4 lays out the conditions under which the mandatory no-
opt-out U.S. bankruptcy code leaves firms better off than a code that allows firms to
contract the disposition themselves. Section 5 illustrates the model with an extended
numerical example. Section 6 discusses the context of the model, including relaxations of
our assumptions and the related literature on (legal) remedies of externalities. Section 7
outlines an analagous argument in the context of Preferences in the bankruptcy law. And
Section 8 concludes. The appendices contain a glossary of notation, the more technical
proofs, and the tables and figures.

1 The Model

Our model is designed to capture the key aspects of corporate bankruptcy. Its ingredients
are intentionally minimalist. Firms’ debt choices influence both their probabilities of
becoming distressed later and their payoffs if distressed. When liquidating, firms impose
a “fire-sale” externality on other liquidating firms. We assume that each firm is atomistic.
Firms take as given other firms’ debt choices when deciding on their own debt levels, but
they cannot coordinate their liquidation choices. They realize that the aggregate behavior
of firms is determined by firms like themselves, which they can only anticipate but not
influence.

5The intuitive presentation above suggests that the conditions that induce firms to stay with liquidation
are similar to the conditions that induce firms to defect from a reorganization procedure. In the model below,
we show that these conditions are exactly the same.
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1.1 Model Timing

Table 1 summarizes the variables. Our model has two dates:

Date 0 Date 1

Firm distress code set
Firm values eVi ∼ U[0, 1]

Firms issue debt D

Unlevered value Vi revealed
Distressed if Vi < D.

Executed according to code

At date 0, the distribution of continuation values for firm i, eVi, under zero leverage
(when the debtor is not liquidated) is common knowledge. To make the model tractable,
we assume that eVi is distributed iid uniform on [0,γ]. Until Section 4, the bankruptcy
resolution system (the “bankruptcy code”) at date 1 is exogenous and in place, as explained
in detail below. Risk-neutral firms choose how much debt D to take on to maximize their
own values. Debt confers a proportional benefit of λ·D, which for simplicity the firm
receives immediately and which is not dissipated by subsequent events. The exogenous
parameter λ can reflect the ability of debt to allow financially-constrained firms to take on
more productive projects, any positive incentive effects from debt, or debt’s preferred tax
treatment (which may or may not be socially valuable). The firms’ only ex-ante choices are
over their leverage D.6 As the timing diagram shows, firms choose debt levels before they
learn their types, which prevents firms from using debt to signal their types.

At date 1, each manager i learns the unlevered value of the firm’s assets Vi if the
firm continues to operate. A firm whose debt exceeds its value (D > Vi) enters financial
distress.7 The firm is then treated as required by the applicable bankruptcy code. Below,
we will derive equilibria in which firms choose their debt levels D∗ to maximize their own
values and have probabilistically correct ex-ante conjectures about the behavior of all firms.

We analyze only parameter regions in which (a) firms always operate if they are not
in distress; (b) the efficiency gains from debt are high enough to prevent firms from
liquidating immediately; (c) the probabilities of liquidation, reorganization and no distress
are between zero and one; and (d) firms’ debt levels are below their expected value. The
first restriction is not important in our model because non-distressed firms will be the

6The firm cannot contract ex-ante to prescribe value-contingent behavior for (or compensation to)
managers ex-post. Schwartz (1997) develops a contract that creditors can write with the borrower that
presupposes the existence of two mandatory bankruptcy procedures and that induces the managers to
overcome their continuation bias and so choose whichever of the two procedures is optimal ex-post. That
analysis is complementary to the analysis here.

7We assume the distress stage is automatically triggered whenever Vi < D. Managers cannot hide this
value from creditors. If management has more holdup power in distress and some discretion, they could
default even if Vi > D.
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highest-value firms, who would not want to liquidate when distressed firms do not want to
liquidate. The restriction is also consistent with a view that firms cannot commit existing
managers to liquidate firms absent distress. Debt may therefore serve the function not only
of permitting borrowers to realize the λ gain but also of allowing firms to force conditional
liquidation (Section 2.2), or at least a decision whether to liquidate or continue in the
future (Section 3). Finally, we impose the interpretation restrictions, γ > 0, λ > 0, L > 0,
κ > 0, and φ > 0. Model solutions that satisfy our parameter restrictions exist for a broad
intermediate range of lambda, the exact region of which is spelled out in Appendix A.2.

2 Single-Procedure Bankruptcy Codes

In this section, we derive the behavior of firms if the prevailing bankruptcy code commits
distressed firms to reorganize; and then their behavior if it commits them to liquidate.

2.1 A Bankruptcy Code with Only the Reorganization Procedure

We first consider a code in which firms are forced to reorganize. We assume that reorga-
nizing firms are worth Vi –φ · (D – Vi), where φ · (D – Vi) is a dissipative cost, given an
exogenous cost parameter φ. It measures both direct and indirect costs, such as costs from
debt overhang and risk-shifting. There are no externalities, because there are no asset sales.
Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of actions. The only firm choice is D. Firms that choose
D immediately receive the efficiency benefit of debt λ·D. However, a higher D increases
the probability of distress and reduces the expected payoff in distress. Because value is
uniformly distributed from 0 to γ, the probability of being in distress is D/γ for 0 < D < γ.
Figure 2 illustrates the debt-contingent value of firms. For realizations of V far below D,
the owner-creditors walk away. For medium realizations, the creditors reorganize the firm.
For high realizations, the firm does not experience distress.

There are no interaction among firms. Therefore, each firm chooses debt to maximize

max
D

∫ D

0
max

�

0 , V –φ · (D – V)
�

·
�

1

γ

�

dV +

∫ γ

D
V ·
�

1

γ

�

dV + λ·D .

It is straightfoward to derive the following result:

Lemma 1 When only reorganization is permitted in financial distress, the firm’s optimal debt
choice is

DRO = γ ·λ · (1+φ)/φ , (1)
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and the date 0 firm value is

VRO = γ · [1+ (1+φ) ·λ2/φ]/2 . (2)

where the superscript RO denotes that these are the reorganization-only optimal values.

2.2 A Bankruptcy Code with Only the Liquidation Procedure

We now consider the code in which distressed firms must liquidate their assets, and
liquidations can induce fire-sale-like externalities. We assume that the liquidation price
L – κ·α∗ depends on the fraction α∗ of firms that liquidate contemporaneously and two
exogenous parameters, L and κ. The parameter κ measures the inverse of the market
depth. It is economically interpretable as measuring asset-specificity: when κ is higher,
liquidation asset prices are lower. The parameter L is a baseline value if no (other) firm
liquidates or if a firm liquidates assets when not distressed. L is a free parameter, but it will
be (modestly) constrained below. Importantly, the asset values are identical in liquidation
while the continuation values Vi differ across firms.8 Thus, the liquidation value can be
interpreted as the value of assets if put to another use. Figure 3 again illustrates the
sequence of actions, and Figure 4 again illustrates the debt-contingent value to firms.

Although the firms’ debt choices aggregate to determine the fraction of firms that
liquidate in equilibrium (α∗), α∗ is exogenous from the firm’s optimization perspective.
Firms are identical ex-ante so symmetry among them determines the equilibrium α. Again,
because value is uniformly distributed from 0 to γ, the probability of being in distress is
D/γ = α for 0 < D < γ. Firms in distress receive L –κ ·α, where α is the firm-exogenous
fraction of firms that the firm (correctly) conjectures will be liquidating. Firms not in
distress receive Vi.

8In the model, there is no inference that earlier liquidators have lower asset values. Rather, L is
independent of other firms’ liquidation choices. The externality is fully in the asset specificity variable κ. The
model could be extended to allow for (modest) associations of value in liquidations, too. This would be
similar to the generalization where liquidations have an externality on remaining firms, discussed below.
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The optimization and allocation can also be diagrammed as

Prob

Vi

Liquidators
L – κ · α

No Distress
Vi

1/γ

γD
Eqbm: α·γ ≡ D

0

prob=D/γ prob=(γ – D)/γ

Again, in addition, firms that choose D immediately receive the efficiency benefit of
debt λ·D. We are interested in the following equilibrium:

Equilibrium Definition 1 (LO) A symmetric equilibrium is a choice of debt, D∗, with a
consequent proportion of firms forced to liquidate, α∗, such that:

1. Given α, D∗(α ) solves:

max
D

∫ D

0
(L –κ ·α) ·

�

1

γ

�

dV +

∫ γ

D
V ·
�

1

γ

�

dV + λ·D . (3)

2. α∗ = Pr[Vi ≤ D∗(α∗ ) ].

We can now solve for this equilibrium. The FOC of (3) can be rearranged to

D(α ) = L –κ ·α+ γ ·λ , (4)

which gives the optimal debt level, as a function of the anticipated fraction of firms
liquidating. A firm wants to take on less debt when the specificity of its assets is high and it
believes that many firms will liquidate as well. On the other hand, debt is attractive to the
firm when it is productive and when the firm’s project may be highly profitable (i.e., λ and
γ are high).

Debt, however, also imposes an externality because more firms liquidate when aggregate
debt is higher,

α( D) = D/γ . (5)

Substituting this anticipated equilibrium fraction into the above expression gives the
symmetric equilibrium for the optimal debt choice and the consequent proportion of
liquidating firms.
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Lemma 2 The symmetric equilibrium when only liquidation is permitted in distress is

DLO = γ ·
�

L+ γ·λ
γ+κ

�

, αLO =
DLO

γ
, (6)

and the date-0 equilibrium firm value is

VLO =
γ

2
·
�

1+
�

L+ γ ·λ
γ+κ

�2�

, (7)

where the superscript LO denotes that these are the liquidation-only optimal values.

In equilibrium, firms incur more debt when their expected continuation values are
higher; liquidation prices (L) are higher; asset-specificity (κ) is lower; and debt (λ) is more
productive. Firm value is increasing in expected continuation values (γ), the liquidation
value (L), the benefit of debt (λ), and decreasing in the asset specificity (κ).

3 A Bankruptcy Code with A Menu Procedure

We now consider the bankruptcy code in which distressed firms have a menu choice of
whether to liquidate their assets or whether to reorganize. This characterizes the U.S. code.
Figure 5 illustrates the sequence of actions in this scenario with choice. The managers can
liquidate under Chapter 7, in which case the creditors receive L –κ·α, or the managers can
reorganize under Chapter 11, in which case the creditors receive max{0 , Vi –φ · (D – Vi) }.

In addition, we assume that the decision-maker (which may be the old managers, the
new managers, or the bankruptcy trustee) have incentives that differ from those of the
creditors. The managers’ incentives are described by the parameter β : when β is zero, the
decision-maker acts in the interest of the firm; when β is positive, the decision-maker wants
to continue too often; when β is negative, the decision-maker wants to liquidate too often.
The parameter beta can also be influenced, in its reduced form, by the continuation-bias
influence of the incumbent equity. The realistic and thus interesting case is where β is
positive.

There is a critical equilibrium value V̄ below which all managers with values i prefer to
liquidate, and above which all managers prefer to continue. Borrowers find continuation
(reorganization) to be relatively more desirable when Vi is larger because the liquidation
value is independent of V. Therefore, in equilibrium, if the manager of firm i prefers to
continue/reorganize rather than to liquidate, so will all managers whose continuation
values are higher than those of firm i.
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Figure 6 illustrates the debt-contingent payoffs. A reorganizing firm i whose value Vi is
less than D incurs financial distress costs that increase linearly in D – Vi. The firm also can
realize a liquidation value that is independent of V, and that is a function of the fraction of
firms that liquidate in equilibrium, α. Managers choose to continue if and only if

Vi –φ · (D – Vi)+ β ≥ L –κ·α ⇔ Vi ≥
L –κ·α +φ·D – β

1+φ
≡ V̄ . (8)

This shows how the managers’ choice whether to liquidate or to reorganize depends not
only on the liquidation value (L –κ·α) relative to the reorganization value (Vi –φ·(D – Vi)),
but also on the continuation bias β . Again, firms have control over their own debt levels,
which influence their ultimate collective choices whether to liquidate or continue, but they
cannot coordinate on an equilibrium α.

Thus, equilibrium now is a pair (V̄, D), such that firms choose debt D to maximize the
value ex-ante, managers maximize their own objective function when deciding whether
to liquidate or continue if financial distress occurs, and firms anticipate the behavior of
their managers correctly. In equilibrium, all firms with values between 0 and V̄ liquidate;
all firms with values between V̄ and D reorganize, and all firms with values above D are
not distressed. The probabilities of liquidation, reorganization, and no distress for a firm
with debt D are V̄, (D – V̄)/γ, and (γ – D)/γ, respectively.

Using the same diagram as before, the probabilities and payoffs are now

Prob

Vi

Liquidators
L – κ · α

Reorganizers
Vi – φ·(D – Vi)

No Distress
Vi

1/γ

γDV̄(α,D )
in Eqbm: L – κ ·α = V̄ –φ · (D – V̄)+ β

in Eqbm: α·γ ≡ V̄

0

prob=V̄/γ prob=(D – V̄)/γ prob=(γ – D)/γ

We can define the equilibrium more formally as

Equilibrium Definition 2 (LR) A symmetric equilibrium is a choice of debt, D∗, and a
proportion of firms that liquidate, α∗, such that:

1. In the event of distress, the manager chooses to liquidate if and only if Vi ≤ V̄(α,D ).
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2. Given α, D∗(α) solves:

max
D

∫ V̄

0
(L –κ ·α) ·

�

1

γ

�

dV +

∫ D

V̄
[V –φ · (D – V)] ·

�

1

γ

�

dV (9)

+

∫ γ

D
V ·
�

1

γ

�

dV + λ·D .

3. α∗ = Pr[Vi ≤ V̄(α∗ , D∗(α∗) )].

Substituting V̄ into (9), integrating, and setting the derivative to zero gives the optimal
debt choice in terms of α,

D(α ) = L – α ·κ + γ ·λ · (1+ 1/φ) . (10)

As in (4), firms want to take on less debt if they believe that more firms will liquidate in
equilibrium.

The second equilibrium condition is again that the anticipated fraction of liquidators is
correct. By definition, V̄ = α·γ, and thus the equivalent of (5) is

α( D) =
L+φ ·D – β

(1+φ) · γ+κ
.

When (aggregate) debt is higher, more firms will liquidate. Note, however, that the fraction
of firms that liquidate is falling in β , the managers’ continuation bias.

These two equations and two unknowns define the symmetric equilibrium solution.

Lemma 3 The equilibrium when managers can choose between liquidation and reorganization
in distress is

DLR = γ ·
�

L+ γ ·λ
γ+κ

�

︸ ︷︷ ︸

DLO

+
β ·κ

(γ+κ) · (1+φ)
+
γ ·λ
φ

,

αLR =
�

L+ γ ·λ
γ+κ

�

︸ ︷︷ ︸

αLO

–
β

(γ+κ) · (1+φ)
, (11)

V̄LR = αLR · γ .
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Substituting αLR, V̄LR, and DLR into the firm’s objective function yields the equilibrium value of
the firm VLR when all firms are subject to the menu code:9

VLR =
�

2·φ·γ·(γ+κ)2 · (1+φ)2�–1 ×
�

– β2·φ·
�

γ · (γ+ 2·κ)+ (γ+κ)2·φ
�

+ 2·β ·γ·κ·φ·(1+φ) · (L+ γ·λ)+

γ2 · (1+φ)2 ·
�

[(γ+κ)2+ L2]·φ + 2·γ·L·φ·λ+ [(γ+κ)2+ γ2·φ] ·λ2	
�

,

where the superscript LR denotes that these are the optimal values when firms have a choice of
liquidation or reorganization in financial distress.

Inspection of (11) shows that fewer firms liquidate in the with-reorganization scenario
than in the forced-liquidation scenario. Because fewer of their peers liquidate, each firm
becomes individually more aggressive in its debt choice. However, collectively, firms do
not become aggressive enough to increase the in-equilibrium frequency of liquidation. The
wedge between liquidating and distressed firms is taken up by reorganizing firms, whose
distress does not affect the equilibrium liquidation prices.

The optimal debt level (DLR) increases in the debt benefit (λ) and the liquidation
value (L); and decreases in the dissipative cost (φ) and the asset specificity (κ). The
proportion of all firms liquidating in equilibrium (αLR) increases in the liquidation value (L),
the dissipative cost (φ), and the upper bound on the distribution of continuation values (γ).
Furthermore, with private benefits (β), there are fewer liquidations, because managers
continue too often.

4 The Meta-Problem:

Voluntary Contracting or Mandatory Menu?

We are now prepared to analyze the problem of interest: Are firms better off left to
choose a bankruptcy code for themselves, or are they better off if forced into a particular
bankruptcy code? We need to consider how firms would behave if they had a choice first
of a bankruptcy code, and then a choice of a debt level, and then, if they have chosen the
menu code, the additional choice of whether to reorganize or liquidate in distress. This
problem entails considering how the choices of bankruptcy codes by other firms would
affect all other choices for each firm.

9DLR(λ = 0) 6= 0 and VLR(λ = 0) 6= V̄LR(λ = 0), because the expressions for optimal debt and ex-ante
levered value are only true for the parameter region in which λ is sufficiently large.
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Of course, if the values of these bankruptcy codes were independent of the bankruptcy
codes of their peers, they could individually choose their own bankruptcy codes that are
best for each of them, simply by comparing VRO, VLO, and VLR. However, this is generally not
the case. Instead, each firm’s choice over its preferred bankruptcy code affects not only its
ex-ante leverage, but also the ex-ante bankruptcy code choices and ex-ante leverages of
other firms. This alters the in-equilibrium fraction of firms that liquidate, which in turn
influences each firm’s code and debt decisions.

The externality among firms (stemming from the liquidation fire-sale price) is the
reason why a government intervention has the potential to increase expected firm values
over the free-market solution. However, note that the externality occurs when liquidating
and the government cannot prohibit or curtail liquidation in the menu code. That is, firms
can still liquidate whenever they want in LR. The question for the state is whether it should
prevent the borrower from opting out of a menu code (i.e., either Chapter 7 or Chapter 11)
in the lending agreement: that is, whether the state should preserve the firm’s ex-post
procedural menu choice or not.

4.1 The Meta Problem

The problem becomes conceptually easier to understand if we first describe the conditions
when a government should intervene to enforce a menu if we considered only pure-strategy
equilibria. (We will show later that there are no mixed-strategy equilibria.) There are then
two key conditions:

1. The “Chamber of Commerce” Condition: Firms are collectively better off when all
firms are in the menu bankruptcy code LR than when all firms are in an alternative
code, either a liquidation-only LO or a reorganization-only code RO.

2. The “Inferior-Code Stability” Condition: If all (other) firms have chosen a non-menu
code, then an individual firm would not want to deviate into the menu code LR. Such
a non-menu bankruptcy code can trap firms.

These two conditions state that a stable equilibrium is inferior to what the government
could enforce. It does not yet preclude that the menu bankruptcy code is a equilibrium,
too. If an LR bankruptcy code is also an equilibrium, then the government would only have
to push firms into this better LR code once, and this equilibrium could then maintain itself.
If it is not an equilibrium, then the government would have to remain vigilant.
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3. The “Better-Menu-Code Instability” Condition If all other firms have chosen the menu
code LR, an individual firm would want to deviate into a non-menu bankruptcy code.
The menu bankruptcy code cannot hold firms.

We will show that there are robust parameter regions in which the only equilibrium is
a pure forced-liquidation bankruptcy code (LO), in which firms are collectively worse off
than they would be if the government enforced the menu bankruptcy code (LR).

We can immediately simplify our problem by showing that choosing RO is never optimal.

Lemma 4 If β ≥ 0, then the reorganization-only (RO) is dominated by the menu (LR) for
all beliefs α.

Proof: Suppose V̄(DRO ) ≤ DRO. Then

VLR(α) = max
D

∫ V̄

0
(L –κα) ·

�

1

γ

�

· dV+

∫ D

V̄
[V –φ(D – V)] ·

�

1

γ

�

· dV+

∫ γ

D
V ·
�

1

γ

�

· dV+λ ·D

≥
∫ V̄(DRO)

0
(L –κα) ·

�

1

γ

�

· dV+

∫ DRO

V̄(DRO)
[V –φ(DRO – V)] ·

�

1

γ

�

· dV+

∫ γ

DRO
V ·
�

1

γ

�

· dV+λ ·DRO

≥
∫ DRO

0
max{0, V –φ(DRO – V)} ·

�

1

γ

�

· dV+

∫ γ

DRO
V ·
�

1

γ

�

· dV+λ ·DRO

= VRO,

where the first inequality follows from the fact that VLR(α ) is the maximized
value over all feasible choices of debt, D, and the second inequality follows
from the fact that L –κα ≥ V –φ · (D – V)+ β ≥ V –φ · (D – V) for all V ≤ V̄.
A similar argument can be used to show the result if V̄(DRO ) > DRO.

Thus, we need to consider only the LO and LR codes. Let fLR be the in-equilibrium
fraction of firms that at date 0 select the menu code LR as their date 1 distress procedure.
The payoff for a firm is a function of its own choice of code (C ∈ {LO,LR}) and the
aggregate fLR, in addition to the aggregate α fraction of firms liquidating and its own debt
choice D. For notation, we let VC( fLR ) represent the value of the firm if it has chosen code
C and fraction fLR of all firms have chosen code LR. We can now write the chamber-of-
commerce condition 1 as

VLR( fLR=1) > VLO( fLR=0 ) .

Firms are collectively better off if all firms have chosen to commit to the LR code than if
they had all chosen to commit to the LO code.
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We can write the inferior-code equilibrium stability condition 2 as

VLO( fLR=0 ) > VLR( fLR=0 ) .

If all other firms choose the inferior code (fLR=0), a firm would reduce its value if chose the
menu code.

Finally, we can write the better-menu-code instability condition 3 as

VLO( fLR=1 ) > VLR( fLR=1 ) .

Firms would deviate from an equilibrium in which all other firms have chosen to commit
to the menu code. Consequently, the government must remain vigilant.

4.2 The Meta Solution

First, we describe the region of the parameter space in which firms are collectively better
off if they are all forced into the LR code.

Proposition 1 The condition that all firms are better off collectively in a bankruptcy menu
code with no-opt-out compared to codes in which all firms liquidate, VLR( fLR=1 ) > VLO( fLR=0 ),
holds if and only if

γ2 · (γ+κ)2 · (1+φ)2 ·λ2 + 2 · β · γ ·κ ·φ · (1+φ) · (L+ γ ·λ)

– β2 ·φ · [κ2 ·φ + γ2 · (1+φ)+ 2 · γ ·κ · (1+φ)] > 0 . (12)

As already shown, the condition that firms are collectively better off in the menu code
LR than in the reorganization code RO is always satisfied. The only binding condition is
that firms are collectively better off in the LR menu code than in the forced-liquidation
code LO. This condition holds when the benefits of debt λ are higher than some critical
value. Intuitively, firms can take on more debt when the Chapter 11 rule exists than when
the Chapter 7 rule is forced. When the debt benefits are large enough, firms are better off
in a collective menu code than in a collective liquidation-only code, even though in the
former, managers choose Chapter 11 reorganization too often.

Second, we describe the region where firms cannot end up in a equilibrium where
they all offer a menu by themselves without any government intervention. We can show
that for a wide parameter region, if no other firm has chosen an alternative (fLR=1), i.e.,
if all firms have chosen the menu LR, then an individual firm could increase its value by
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choosing liquidation LO. In addition, in any mixed equilibrium, it would have to be the case
that VLO( f ) = VLR( f ) for some interior f, so that one marginal firm is indifferent between
committing to the forced-liquidation code and the menu code. It turns out that such a
mixed equilibrium does not exist (except in a knife-edge case). Interestingly, the same
condition that assures that the liquidation-only equilibrium LO traps firms assures that the
menu code LR cannot hold voluntary participant firms:

Proposition 2 If
�

β

γ ·λ

�2
>
�

1+φ
φ

�

, (13)

then (1) there is a unique equilibrium in which all firms choose at date 0 to force liquidation
in distress at date 1, i.e., VLO( fLR=0 ) > VLR( fLR=0 ); and (2) firms would want to defect from
a menu code if their peers had chosen a menu code, i.e., VLO( fLR=1 ) > VLR( fLR=1 ).

The proof is in Appendix A.1. It also shows that when (13) fails, then there
is a unique equilibrium in which all firms choose at date 0 to have the menu
bankruptcy code. The liquidation-only LO bankruptcy code is the equilibrium
when reorganization costs are high and when private benefits are high.

In the proof, we show that the endogenous debt response to changing liquidation
values results in a difference VLO( fLR ) – VLR( fLR ) that is constant for all fLR.

10 In particular,
this implies that the two stability conditions are identical: VLO( 1 ) > VLR( 1 ) ⇔ VLO( 0 ) >
VLR(0 ). In words, firms that would do better choosing liquidation over menu when all
other firms choose liquidation (fLR=0) also would do better choosing liquidation when all
other firms choose menu (fLR=1). For the same reason (that the difference in firm values
is constant across procedures), there is no possibility that VLO( fLR ) = VLR( fLR ) for some
interior fLR but not for others, except where exogenous parameters happen to be such that
all fLR leave firms equally well off with either choice. Except for this knife-edge case, no
mixed equilibrium exists.

The intuition for this result is that firm value is increasing in fLR because when more
firms commit ex-ante to liquidate rather than menu-choose in case of financial distress, it
is also the case that more firms will end up liquidating ex-post. But even if all other firms
have committed to forced liquidation (fLR=0), and forced-liquidation thus is a low-value
outcome, an individual firm cannot benefit by defecting to the reorganization procedure.
When β (the continuation bias of managers) and φ (the loss in reorganization) are large,
the liquidation-only procedure is attractive to firms. When these parameter values are high,

10The constant distance happens to be an artifact of the uniform distribution, but this property is merely
convenient and not important for our main argument.
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however, the menu procedure is unattractive to firms. The relative value of liquidating
VLO over menu VLR depends only on the tradeoff between reorganization cost (φ) and
flexibility cost (allowing conflicted management to continue excessively, β , normalized by
the productivity of debt).11

As noted in footnote 2, although the bankruptcy menu choice between Chapter 7
and Chapter 11 is the common procedure of the overall US bankruptcy code, firms can
sometimes make reorganization more difficult for themselves. Individual firms would prefer
to opt out into a committed-liquidation procedure bankruptcy code in order to free-ride on
the lower in-equilibrium liquidation frequency that the US Code affords. Leasing or debt
provisions that make reorganization more cumbersome may, at times, also accomplish this.

5 Sample Solution

We now illustrate some sample solutions that satisfy our conditions (12) and (13). Start
with base values of

γ L λ κ φ β

1 0.5 0.1 0.2 2 0.2

These parameter choices satisfy the interpretation requirements and parameter restrictions
in Appendix A.2 that assure mathematically-valid and sensible domains on the equilibrium
quantities. The chamber-of-commerce condition (eq 12) states that lambda has to exceed
0.0723, which it does. The equilibrium stability conditions (eq 13) hold because 0.04 =
0.22 = β2 is greater than (1 + φ)/φ · γ2 · λ2 = 3/2 · 1 · 0.12 = 0.015. Thus, these
parameters represent a case in which firms are better off if the government does not allow
firms to contract out of the menu.

This becomes clearer if we consider the different bankruptcy codes separately. First, in
the RO code, where all firms are required to reorganize (but can abandon projects if their
post-reorganization value would be negative), their optimal debt is γ · λ · (1+φ)/φ =
0.15 (eq 1) and their ex-ante value is γ · (1+ (1+φ) ·λ2/φ)/2 = 1/2 · (1+ 0.12/2) =
0.5075 (eq 2). Second, in the LO code where all firms are required to liquidate, their
optimal debt is 0.5 (eq 6) and their ex-ante value is 0.625 (eq 7). Third, in the LR

code where all firms are required to have an ex-post menu choice, their optimal debt is
101/180. The equilibrium fraction of firms liquidating is α∗=80/180. With γ=1, this also
is the critical-value level V̄ below which firms liquidate rather than reorganize. (Thus,

11The liquidation cost parameters (L and κ) do not influence the stability region because firms use their
leverage choices collectively so as to cancel their influence. The productivity of debt, λ, enters the stability
conditions because firms take on more debt in a menu code than they do in a forced-liquidation code.
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all firms with values below 80/180 liquidate, all firms between 80/180 and 101/180
reorganize, and all firms above 101/180 are not distressed.) The ex-ante value of the firm
is 0.1827+ 0.0450+ 0.3426 ≈ 0.62645. Of the three possible bankruptcy codes, the best
is the one in which firms are required to have the menu choice LR.

Now consider what an individual firm free to choose would want to do if all other firms
were committed to having a menu (LR). If it could commit itself to liquidation, the best way
to do so would be to take on debt of 0.51 (less than the 0.561 that its peers are choosing).
It would then be worth 0.6306, more than the 0.6265 that other firms are worth. Thus, an
individual firm would want to defect. The menu code LR is not an equilibrium that can
hold firms that are free to commit themselves to forced-liquidation LO instead.

Now consider what an individual firm free to choose would want to do if all other firms
had committed themselves to the forced-liquidation code LO. If this one firm could commit
itself to the menu code LR, the best way to do so would be to take on debt of 0.550 (more
than the 0.5 that its peers are choosing). It would then liquidate if its value later turned out
to be below 0.433, and reorganize if its value turned out to be between 0.433 and 0.550.
The value of this firm would be 0.6208, less than the 0.625 that other firms are worth.
Thus, firms would not deviate (to the LR menu) if its peer had committed themselves to
forced liquidation LO. When each other firm has committed itself to a forced-liquidation
code, then every single firm indeed remains trapped in this LO equilibrium.

Figure 7 generalizes this example starting with the same base values. If the benefits of
debt are too low, firms choose little or no debt in either distress procedure. Hence, there
is no advantage to mandating the menu code. Firms are better off in a liquidation-only
code. If the benefits of debt are too high, firms do not choose high or maximum debt in
either distress procedure, nor is there an advantage to mandating the menu. Firms could
contract themselves into the menu code. Figure 7 shows that there is an intermediate
region over which firms are collectively better off if the government institutes the menu
code upon the onset of financial distress that no firm cannot opt out of. Because the region
is intermediate and because parameters typically impact both the left and the right limit,
there are no easy-to-interpret comparative statics where a no-opt-out bankruptcy menu
code is better than a voluntary forced-liquidation code.

One parameter, kappa, is especially interesting, because it parameterizes the fire-sale
externality. It has a non-monotonic impact on the chamber-of-commerce condition. Figure 7
shows that as kappa increases from 0, the externality becomes stronger and the value of
collective action increases. However, beyond some threshold, higher kappas result in lower
debt and therefore fewer in-equilibrium liquidations and the value of collective action
decreases.
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6 Context

Our model was designed to illustrate the argument that there can be parameter regions in
which forced ex-post menu choice can reduce in-equilibrium liquidations with its negative
fire-sale externalities (and do so in a way that is better than outright prohibition of
liquidation). This qualitative conclusion is robust to reasonable alternative assumptions,
although the quantitative parameter regions where this can occur would change. For
example:

• In the model, we assumed that the value of the remaining firms was unaffected
by liquidations. If the continuation value of remaining firms increased linearly in
alpha, then liquidating firms would generate a positive externality. As long as this
externality does not outweigh the negative firesale externality, the model’s algebra
would remain the same (only the κ parameter would change) and our conclusions
would hold. If we introduce a value increase that is non-linear in alpha, at some point,
the value of reorganization could exceed the value of liquidation. This could create
an equilibrium in which, in the absence of government intervention, the fraction of
firms liquidating could be less than 1. The value of firms in this equilibrium would
then have to be compared to the value of firms if all forced into the menu code.

• In the model, we assumed a uniform distribution on value realizations. The model
becomes very difficult to solve if we assume alternative distributions, but there is no
reason to believe it would alter the essential insight that the menu code can reduce
the fraction of firms liquidating in equilibrium relative to a forced-liquidation code.

• In the model, we assumed that the manager’s incentives differed from those of the
firm by the parameter β .12 If firms could align the incentives of their manager better
with their own, they would then be in better positions to choose for themselves.
However, unless the firm could completely sell itself to the manager, the effect of
ex-post renegotiation would merely be a smaller parameter β . Handing the managers
extra equity (i.e., a bribe to tilt more towards liquidation when liquidation is optimal)
is costly for the creditors in possession.

• In the model, the law of large numbers implied that there was no uncertainty in the
frequency of outcomes. With risk-neutral firms, the results would not change.

Our paper builds on the long literature that shows how and when forced prohibitions
can improve social welfare.

12Our parameter β also proxies for over-continuation due to a holdup game between creditors and
shareholders that we have not explicitly modelled, but that is generally acknowledged to be of importance in
financial-distress proceedings.
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The first strand was based on asymmetric information. Arrow (1973, p210) pointed
out that if higher education serves as a filter of skills, then social welfare may increase if
higher education is abolished. Aghion and Hermalin (1990) and Spier (1992) develop
this further to explain how unproductive signaling can explain constraints on permissible
punishments.13,14

The second and more recent strand was based on externalities on non-contracting
parties that cause a “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin (1968)). Wickelgren (2005) shows
how individual customers would like to waive product liability, because this would end
up being to their joint (product-safety) detriment. Bond and Newman (2009) consider
similar prohibitions on permissible punishments as Hermalin and Spier, but argue that
crippling punishments in case of failure would deprive other parties of future trading
surplus with the sanction victims. von Lilienfeld-Toal and Mookherjee (2010) extend this
argument further by showing how prohibitions on failed-borrower punishments can reduce
the in-equilibrium profitability of lenders (relative to borrowers), and thus draw more
votes by borrowers. The “capture” perspective could also be consistent with a view that
Chapter 11 exists to make financing more difficult, which could then restrict competitive
entry (e.g., as in Aghion and Bolton (1987)).15

Our paper’s innovation was to illustrate not when a later choice should be prohibited,
but when a later choice should be mandatory. Ex-post choice would not be the laissez-faire
outcome, but the government-forced outcome. It is the menu with its non-repudiable
choice that helped to reduce a social externality. Whereas arguments similar to those
put forth in prior literature could have suggested why a bankruptcy code should disallow
Chapter 7 liquidation (or let firms contract out of liquidation), these arguments would
not immediately have translated into an argument in favor of the presence of the menus
(i.e., the non-repudiable later choices). This choice innovation was particularly relevant in
the context of the U.S. bankruptcy code, where the inability of firms to choose their own

13Although our own model satisfies these three conditions even in the absence of asymmetric information,
these signaling concerns could further strengthen the argument. When creditors cannot assess firms’ prospects
as well as the borrowers can, then firms would engage in a “race to the bottom” where all but the very worst
firms would signal their confidence by committing to punishing liquidation. The all-Chapter 7 equilibrium
could “trap” firms (the second condition), whereas an all-Chapter 11-equilibrium could not exist (the third
condition). However, to complete our explanation, such a model would still have to satisfy the first condition
that the “with ex-post menu choice” code is preferable either to an all-Chapter 7 or an all-Chapter 11 code.

14Conversely, Anderlini, Felli and Postlewaite (2010) show how voiding contracts can improve welfare by
preventing an inefficient pooling equilibrium instead of an inefficient separation.

15Note that we have not argued that the menu is necessarily socially optimal, but only stipulated that it
is in the interest of the existing Chamber of Commerce to reduce fire sales. Even in our context, the menu
could well be a mechanism of firms and creditors to capture surplus that would otherwise go to third parties
that specialize in liquidating.
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contract (e.g., to commit to liquidation) has been a long-standing puzzle. However, the
argument is broader than the context.

Non-alienable rights that cannot be contracted away are at the core of many economic
and non-economic arrangements, and some may be well-suited to an analysis similar to
that in our own model. It would be interesting to contemplate not only when a choice
should be outright prohibited, but also when one should and when one should not leave
later choices to contracting parties upfront. For example, whereas the Arrow (1973) model
recommended the abolition of higher education, a model analogous to ours could suggest
cases when a “handicapped” choice may be better. For example, whereas Spier (1992)
and Bond and Newman (2009) can help explain the abolition of debtors’ prisons, a model
analogous to ours could help explain why parties cannot contract around fraud. There
may be even broader applications, too. For example, most corporate charters and political
constitutions do not allow electing individuals for life, but mandate regular elections.
Individuals are not allowed to contract away their future choice of where to work.

Such modeling analysis is more productive when the challenge is to offer a positive
explanation of a non-repudiable choice that has already been adopted in the real world.
After all, our model had not only parameter values in which the mandatory menu was better,
but also parameter values in which it was worse. Moreover, for normative suggestions,
one would also have to consider obvious alternative mechanisms, such as (in our example)
Pigouvian taxes, constraints on debt, or even coordination among creditors (such as a
central bank that lends to all firms and can itself decide ex-post when to reduce aggregate
liquidations).

Finally, note that our argument can be viewed as suggesting why firms and their
creditors have not lobbied strongly against the current US bankruptcy code. For this
argument, it is not even necessary that the no-opt-out code was deliberately created to
reduce in-equilibrium liquidation. It is sufficient to recognize the effects that its non-
repudiable menu choice has created.
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7 An Application of No-Opt-Out in Preference Law

In our model, there is an outcome—a free ex-post choice of bankruptcy procedure—that is
best for firms (the Chamber of Commerce condition) that firms would not reach under free
contracting, even under the conditions under which free contracting is often thought to be
optimal. Hence, a mandatory rule mandating a free ex-post choice could improve firms’
welfare.

Yet, bankruptcy codes in the U.S. and elsewhere have many mandatory rules. It is an
obvious question whether similar models can be used more generally. Are there other
welfare improving equilibria that parties (the debtor and creditors) could not reach under
free contracting? Do the mandatory rules that now exist mandate such equilibria? We
cannot discuss all bankruptcy rules in general, but we can show informally that mandatory
rules could well have another important application in what the law calls “voidable
preferences.” The analysis is similar to that above because it focuses on the welfare
improving ex-post state, but it differs from that above because the U.S. bankruptcy Code’s
relevant mandatory rule restricts the debtor’s ex-post freedom rather than preserves it. The
Code prohibits the insolvent debtor’s payment of preferences. Instead, it may be the case
that a code could enhance welfare if it instead preserved the debtor’s freedom to pay them.

We begin with a brief description of the law. A “general creditor”—a creditor whose
claim is not protected with a mortgage or a security interest—is paid pro rata. Letting v
be the value of the estate that is available for distribution to creditors and d be the total
debt the firm owes, under the pro-rata rule, each creditor is paid v/d = a per dollar lent.
Under insolvency, a < 1. For example, if v = $100 and d = $200, a = 0.5 and a creditor
who is owed $20 collects $10. We focus on general creditors, because the preference law
bears on them and because the reasons for taking security transcend the analysis here.

A “preference” is a payment to a general creditor made within 90 days of bankruptcy
on account of a debt that was contracted before the payment was made. For example,
there is a preference if a creditor lent $20 on February 1, is repaid the $20 on March
1 and the debtor files for bankruptcy on April 1. Bankruptcy law disfavors preferences
largely because they subvert the pro-rata rule. In this example, after the preference is paid,
v = $80, d = $180 and a falls to 0.44. The creditor who is owed $20 now collects $8.80.
There is no penalty for paying or receiving a preference, but the bankruptcy trustee can
recover the preference and add it to the bankrupt estate. If the the trustee recovers the
preference in this example, a is raised to 0.5: the estate now is worth $100 and the debt
increases to $200. Our illustrative creditor again collects $10.16

16Bankruptcy scholars sometimes argue that permitting preferences would be undesirable because creditors
then would demand them, with the result that debtors may be prematurely liquidated. This argument is
unpersuasive because the debtor can refuse to pay, thereby requiring the creditor to sue. Contract actions
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The efficiency concern with current preference law is that permitting the trustee (or
debtor in possession) to recover preferences actually reduces the value of the total estate
that can be distributed to creditors. There is an ex-ante version of this concern: the less the
debtor can promise to creditors in the insolvency state, the higher is the interest rate, and
the fewer positive NPV projects firms can finance. We explain this concern by considering
two insolvency scenarios.

In the first insolvency scenario, the debtor recognizes that liquidation under Chapter 7
is the only possible bankruptcy outcome. The owner/managers would then not necessarily
be indifferent to how the firm’s value is distributed, but instead they may actually care. For
example, a manager may want to pay a supplier in full if the manager believes that the
supplier may employ him after bankruptcy.

Preferences reduce the total value in this liquidation scenario, because they are collected
at positive cost and then paid out again. Let the debtor repay l · v of its value to creditors in
the 90-day period, where 0 < l < 1. Not every preference is discoverable, so we assume
that the trustee recovers back b < l of this sum at a cost of c( b ). The total amount of the
estate that is paid to creditors has not increased in consequence of the trustee’s action. It is
still v because the debtor is to be liquidated. But now v is disaggregated: 17

(1 – b) · l · v+ b · l · v+ (1 – l) · v = v .

The net amount that is distributed, however, is v – c( b ). The result is that, when the debtor
is to be liquidated, the preference law merely redistributes value among the creditors at
positive cost.

In the second insolvency scenario, the debtor’s managers believe that the firm will
continue. The managers now have no incentive to pay “redistributional preferences,”
because creditors are entitled in bankruptcy only to their pro rata share. Hence, to pay
more—to pay preferences—would dissipate needed cash. The managers of firms with
positive expected continuation values thus want to pay only “value-increasing preferences.”
The common example is a payment to a favored supplier to signal credibly that the
managers believe the debtor will survive and to create good will. Suppliers and customers
are reluctant to deal with an insolvent on the same terms as a solvent firm could command:

take a long time to decide so the recalcitrant debtor has maneuvering room. The other popular justification
advanced for preference law is that “fairness” requires every creditor to be paid the same amount per dollar
lent (a times the debt). Because creditors are firms that can price risk, this argument is without philosophical
support.

17The first term on the LHS of this equality is represents the preference sums that creditors keep, but these
discharge legitimate debts; the second term is the preference sums the trustee recovers for the estate; the
third term is the fraction of the estate that was not paid out as preferences.
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the insolvent firm is more risky. In one well-known case,18 the debtor asked the bankruptcy
court to approve payment in full to a subset of suppliers with the condition that the
suppliers deliver product on the same terms while the firm was in Chapter 11 and for a
period thereafter as the suppliers had offered when the firm was solvent.

In the continuation scenario, the debtor pays preferences when the dollar outlay is less
than the expected increase in estate value that those dollars create. The case for permitting
such preferences is stronger than in the liquidation scenario: the trustee again would not
incur collection costs and firm value would increase (on an expected basis). Nevertheless,
the law bans these preferences as well because they are within 90-day payments.

Thus far, we have argued that borrowers as a group would be better off if the law
relaxed the ban on preference payments. Our model suggests that the law could go
further, however, to permit insolvent debtors to pay preferences and to prevent parties
from contracting out of a “preferences permitted” world in lending agreements.

Suppose first that the law permits preferences to be paid in the liquidation scenario.
Denote the face value of a representative creditor’s debt as di. The creditor’s expected
payoff π is the probability that it will be preferred—be paid in full—plus the probability
that it will be paid pro rata from the remaining estate after the debtor has paid preferences
to others. Hence, π < di. If every other creditor accepted a preferences-permitted default,
this creditor would have an incentive to write a debt contract that prevented the debtor
from paying preferences. This would be the equivalent of a covenant that governed the
creditor’s behavior. A covenant cannot be enforced against non-parties, so the debtor
could violate it by paying preferences to others. Rather, a covenant is enforced (good will
penalties aside) by acceleration: the creditor whose covenant is breached is entitled to
declare the entire debt payable at once. Then the creditor can sue and attach assets (see
Ayotte and Bolton (2011) and Schwartz (1996)).

Therefore, if every other creditor accepted the preferences-permitted default, the
representative creditor would defect to a contract that banned the payment of preferences.
If the debtor began to pay preferences to others, the defecting creditor would be entitled to
demand payment in full and likely would receive it: there is commonly enough money to
pay one agent. And if the debtor paid no preferences, the creditor would get his pro-rata
payoff. Hence, the defecting creditor would increase its expected payoff above π with a
contract that banned preferences because this creditor would have a higher probability of
being paid in full and a higher downside: the pro-rata payoff undiminished by the payment
of preferences. A preferences-permitted default thus would fall prey to the instability
condition: it would vanish in equilibrium.

18In re Kmart Corp., 359 F.3d 866 (7th Cir. 2004). The appellate court disallowed the payments.
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Now consider a default that banned preferences. If every other creditor adhered to the
default, the representative creditor would not have an incentive to defect to a contract
that permitted the debtor to pay preferences. Under such a contract, the debtor would be
permitted to prefer whom it pleased. Hence, the contract would not materially increase
the probability that the creditor would be paid in full, but it would reduce the creditor’s
pro rata payoff because the estate would be diminished by the preferences the debtor pays
to others. Hence, a default that banned preferences would satisfy the stability condition:
creditors would be trapped in a no-preferences-permitted world. The same logic would
apply in the continuation scenario, in which the debtor would want to pay value-increasing
preferences. A creditor who does not expect to receive such preferences would still be
better off defecting from a preferences-permitted default. The debtor would likely breach
the defecting contract by paying preferences. Because these would increase the value of
the estate, the defecting creditor would have a higher probability of being paid in full. And
the creditor would accept a no-preferences default, because otherwise the creditor would
be benefitting others than itself.

In the analysis above, the Bankruptcy Code’s mandatory procedural choice rule preserves
the debtors’ ex-post freedom to act. In the analysis here, the Bankruptcy Code’s preference
rule restricts the debtor’s ex-post freedom to act. Intuitively, our model could thus suggest
that there is a class of mandatory rules in bankruptcy contexts that either do or could
desirably protect the debtor’s discretion to act when insolvent.

8 Conclusion

Laissez faire is the freedom to decide. But in real life, it is not unfettered. There are
many laws that prevent self-proscription. Our paper has shown that it is possible that such
prohibitions against a choice today in order to preserve a choice tomorrow can make sense.
A universal no-opt-out law can sometimes be better.

Such an argument has allowed our paper to resolve a long-standing key puzzle in the
theoretical bankruptcy literature: why are firms not allowed to choose their own financial
distress resolution procedures? Why does the U.S. bankruptcy code instead always preserve
the choice between Chapter 7 liquidation and Chapter 11 reorganization? Our paper has
shown that this universal prohibition can help reduce fire-sale liquidation externalities in
equilibrium in a way that can be better than what could be accomplished by the parties
themselves and better than what could be accomplished by the (forced or voluntary) early
commitment of parties not to liquidate later on.
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A Technical Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2

fLO ≡ 1 – fLR is the proportion of firms that choose to force liquidation in the event of
financial distress, and suppose all firms conjecture that α proportion of all firms will be
forced to liquidate. For the firms choosing forced liquidation, (4) showed that the optimal
debt is

DLO(α ) = L –κ ·α+ γ ·λ .

For the firms choosing the menu, (10) showed that the optimal debt is

DLR(α ) = L –κ ·α+ γ ·λ · (1+ 1/φ) ,

which implies the threshold value V̄ for liquidation

V̄(α ) = L –κ ·α+ γ ·λ – β/(1+φ) .

In equilibrium,

α( fLO ) = fLO ·
�

DLO(α )

γ

�

+ (1 – fLO) ·
�

V̄(α )

γ

�

.

Substituting the above expressions for DLR(α ) and V̄(α ) into this equilibrium condition
yields the equilibrium proportion of firms liquidating,

α∗( fLO ) =
�

L+ γ ·λ
γ+κ

�

– (1 – fLO) ·
�

β

(1+φ) · (γ+κ)

�

.

We can now determine the equilibrium proportion of firms f∗
LO

which choose to force
liquidation in the event of financial distress. Our main result demonstrates that either all
firms choose to force liquidation (f∗

LO
=1) or no firms choose to force liquidation (f∗

LO
=0):

• If [β/(γ · λ)]2 > (1+φ)/φ, then there exists a unique equilibrium in which all
firms choose to force liquidation in financial distress (f∗

LO
= 1). This is our stated

Lemma 2.

• If [β/(γ · λ)]2 < (1+φ)/φ, then there exists a unique equilibrium in which all
firms choose to offer the menu (with the Chapter 11 reorganization choice) in
financial distress (f∗

LO
= 0). This was stated right after the lemma.
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• If [β/(γ · λ)]2 = (1+φ)/φ, every choice is an equilibrium. This is a knife-edge
case.

With proportion fLO choosing to force liquidation in the event of financial distress, the
firms choosing forced liquidation have ex-ante values of

VLO( fLO ) ≡
∫ DLO

0
(L –κ ·α∗) ·

��

1

γ

��

dV +

∫ γ

DLO

V ·
��

1

γ

��

dV + λ·DLO .

The derivative with respect to fLO is

VLO′ =
�

1

γ

�

·
h

–κ·α∗
′
· (L –κ·α∗) –κ·DLO·α∗

′
+κ·DLO·α∗

′
– γ·λ·κ·α∗

′i

= –
�

1

γ

�

·
h

κ ·α∗
′
· (L –κ·α∗+ γ·λ)

i

.

In contrast, the firms choosing the menu (with Chapter 11 -reorganization) have ex-ante
values of

VLR( fLO ) ≡
∫ V̄

0
(L –κ ·α∗) ·

��

1

γ

��

dV

+

∫ DLR

V̄
[V –φ · (DLR – V)] ·

��

1

γ

��

dV

+

∫ γ

DLR

V ·
��

1

γ

��

dV + λ·DLR .

The derivative with respect to fLO is

VLR′ =
�

1

γ

�

·
h

–κ·α∗
′
· (L –κ·α∗) –κ·α∗

′
V̄ –φ·DLR·κ·α∗

′
+ 2·φ·DLR·κ·α∗

′

+ (1+φ)·V̄·κ·α∗
′
–φ · (DLR·κ·α∗

′
+ V̄·κ·α∗

′
) – γ·λ·κ·α∗

′i

= –
�

1

γ

�

·
h

κ ·α∗
′
· (L –κ·α∗+ γ·λ)

i

Because VLO′( fLO ) = VLR′( fLO ) for all fLO, it follows that VLO( fLO ) – VLR( fLO ) is constant for
all fLO. This makes the rest of the proof easy. There are three parameter regions:
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Region 1: VLO( 1 ) – VLR(1 ) > 0: In this case, there is a pure strategy equilibrium in which
all firms choose to force liquidation in the event of financial distress. That is, if
all firms choose to force liquidation, then no firm has an incentive to deviate and
offer continuation (Chapter 11) provisions. Therefore, f∗

LO
=1. This equilibrium is

unique because (i) VLO( 1 ) – VLR( 1 ) = VLO( 0 ) – VLR( 0 ) > 0 implies that firms would
have an incentive to deviate when no firms choose to force liquidation (fLO=0), and
(ii) VLO(1 ) – VLR(1 ) = VLO( fLO ) – VLR( fLO ) > 0. Thus, there is no interior equilibrium
where fLO ∈ (0,1).

Region 2: VLR( 1 ) – VLO(1 ) = VLR(0 ) – VLO( 0 ) > 0: In this case, there is a pure strategy
equilibrium in which all firms choose the menu (with its Chapter 11 reorganization
provision) in the event of financial distress. That is, if all firms choose to offer the
menu, then no firm has an incentive to deviate and commit to forced-liquidation.
Therefore, f∗

LO
=0. This equilibrium is unique because (i) VLR( 1 ) – VLO( 1 ) > 0 implies

that firms would have an incentive to deviate when all firms choose to force liqui-
dation (fLO=1), and (ii) VLR(1 ) – VLO(1 ) = VLR( fLO ) – VLO( fLO ) > 0. Thus, there is no
interior equilibrium equilibrium fLO ∈ (0, 1).

Region 3: VLR( 1 ) – VLO(1 ) = VLR( fLO ) – VLO( fLO ) = 0 ∀fLO: In this knife-edge case all fLO

are (weakly) equilibria.

It is straightforward to show that VLO( fLO ) > VLO( fLO ) if and only if [β/(γ · λ)]2 >
(1+φ)/φ.

A.2 Parameter Restrictions

We must impose parameter restrictions to ensure that all equilibrium quantities are interior.
We will express these conditions in terms of the parameter λ.

A.2.1 The Forced-Liquidation Code (LO)

• From equation (6), the proportion of firms choosing to liquidate, αLO, and the optimal
debt choice, DLO, are both non-negative, because all determining parameters are
non-negative.

• The probability αLO ≤ 1 requires L+ γ ·λ ≤ γ+κ. Equivalently,

λ ≤
γ+κ – L

γ
.
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• DLO ≤ γ follows immediately from αLO ≤ 1.

• We require DLO ≤ VLO, so that the debt-to-value ratio is less than one. Because

VLO =
γ

2
·
�

1+
�

L+ γ·τ
γ+κ

�2�

,

DLO ≤ γ/2 is sufficient, which simplifies to

λ ≤
γ+κ
2·γ

–
L

γ
.

• We require that (i) VLO ≥ L – β , so that firms don’t choose to liquidate immediately;
and (ii) DLO ≥ L – β , so that all non-distressed firms choose to continue. However,
because DLO ≤ VLO, the requirement DLO ≥ L – β is sufficient, which simplifies to

λ ≥
(γ+κ) · (L – β) – γ·L

γ2 .

• Collecting these results, the following parameter restriction on the benefit of debt, λ,
in the case without reorganization is sufficient:

(γ+κ) · (L – β)

γ2 –
L

γ
≤ λ ≤

γ+κ
2·γ

–
L

γ
. (A1)

A.2.2 The Menu Code With Choice of Liquidation or Reorganization (LR)

• From Lemma 3, the proportion of firms choosing to liquidate αLR ≤ αLO ≤ 1 under
condition (A1).

• The probability αLR ≥ 0 requires

λ ≥
β

γ·(1+φ)
–

L

γ
.

• From Lemma 3, the optimal debt choice DLR ≥ DLO ≥ 0 under condition (A1).

• The condition DLR ≤ γ requires

λ ≤

h

1 – β ·κ
γ·(γ+κ)·(1+φ) – L

γ+κ

i

h

1
φ
+ γ
γ+κ

i ≡ λD .
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• The condition V̄ ∈ [0, DLR] is satisfied, because (i) V̄ = γ ·αLR so V̄ ≥ 0 if and only if
αLR ≥ 0, and (ii) V̄·γ ·αLR ≤ DLR from inspection of Lemma 3.

• We require DLR ≤ VLR so that the debt-to-value ratio is less than one. From Lemma 3,
this condition implies an upper bound on the benefit of debt.

• We require (i) VLR ≥ L – β so that firms do not choose to liquidate immediately, and
(ii) DLR ≥ L – β so that all non-distressed firms choose to continue. However, because
DLR ≤ VLR, condition (A1) is sufficient because DLR ≥ DLO ≥ L – β .

• Collecting these results, we impose the additional sufficient parameter restriction on
the benefit of debt, λ, in the case with reorganization:

β

γ · (1+φ)
–

L

γ
≤ λ ≤ min{λD,λV} . (A2)

B Tables and Figures Follow
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Exogenous Variables

γ Max Value of the firm, V ∼ U[0,γ] γ > 0

L Liquidation Value If No Other Firm Liquidates∗ 0 < L � D

λ Proportional Benefit of Debt 0 < λ < 1

κ Asset Specificity κ > 0

φ Proportional cost of debt overhang in Chapter 11 φ > 0

β Private benefit to continuing 0 < b < V

Endogenous Variables, Corporate Choice

D Debt Choice, before Value is Revealed∗ 0 < D � V

Meta-Choice Distress Resolution: (1) with-optional-reorganization, or (2) forced liquidation

Endogenous Variables, Market-Determined

α Fraction of Firms Expected/Known To Liquidate∗ 0 < α < D/γ

Endogenous Variables and/or Government Choice

f Fraction of Firms Voluntarily Choosing Forced Liquidation 0 < f < 1

Meta-Choice (1) Allow firms to contract themselves, or (2) Impose Chapter 11 on all firms

Table 1: Variable Names And Restrictions

∗ Because D and α are determined in the model, we are imposing additional conditions (described in
Section A.2) to ensure that this turns out to be the case.
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Date 0:
Firm chooses

Debt D

Firm receives
Debt Benefit λ·D

Date 1:
Manager

learns type Vi
from U[0,γ]

Firm Payoff:
max[0 , Vi – φ · (D – Vi) ]

Reorganize

Distressed
V
i ∈ [0,D]

Firm Payoff: Vi

Not Distr
ess

ed

V i
∈ [

D,γ]

Figure 1: The Reorganization-Only Bankruptcy Code
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Figure 2: Debt-Contingent Payoffs in The Reorganization-Only Bankruptcy Code

Reorganization consumes a constant fraction of the debt shortfall of the firm. The firm creditors have free
disposal.
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Date 0:
Firm chooses

Debt D

Firm receives
Debt Benefit λ·D

Aggregation of D’s

will determine α

Date 1:
Manager

Learns Type Vi
from U[0,γ]

Firm Payoff: L – κ·α
Liquidate

Distressed
V
i ∈ [0,D]

Firm Payoff: Vi

Not Distr
ess

ed

V i
∈ [

D,γ]

Figure 3: The Liquidation-Only Bankruptcy Code
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Figure 4: Debt-Contingent Payoffs in The Liquidation-Only Bankruptcy Code

Liquidation puts the assets to a completely different use. The value is determined by the fraction α of firms
that are liquidating at the same time.
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Date 0:
Firm chooses

Debt D

Firm receives
Debt Benefit λ·D

Aggregation of D’s

will determine α

Date 1:
Manager

Learns Type Vi
from U[0,γ]

Managerial Choice: Vi ≷ V̄

Firm Payoff: L – κ·α

LiquidateVi ∈ [0, V̄]

Firm Payoff: Vi – φ·(D – Vi)

Reorganize

V i
∈ [

V̄,D]

Distressed
V
i ∈ [0,D]

Firm Payoff: Vi

Not Distr
ess

ed

V i
∈ [

D,γ]

Figure 5: The Menu Bankruptcy Code
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Figure 6: Debt-Contingent Payoffs in The Menu Bankruptcy Code

A bankruptcy menu allows firms to choose between reorganization and liquidation. Reorganization consumes
a constant fraction of the debt shortfall of the firm. The firm creditors have free disposal. Liquidation puts the
assets to a completely different use. The value is determined by the fraction α of firms that are liquidating
at the same time and the firm’s own debt choice. The bias of each firm to continue too often means not
only that too many firms reorganize in equilibrium, but also that this firm reorganizes too often, given the
(excessively large) number of firms reorganizing in equilibrium.
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Figure 7: Condition Slack

These figures plot the slack in the chamber-of-commerce constraint (12), in blue, and the participa-
tion/incentive constraint (13), in red, that define the region where mandated ex-post choice is optimal. The
base values are γ = 1, L = 0.5, λ = 0.1, κ = 0.2, φ = 2, and β = 0.2. These are also the values for the
numerical example in the text.
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